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Villa Nova’s Versatile Plains Include:

L U C E R N E  
Washable Chenille

V A R D O 
Wide-Width Sheers

S E V I L L E 
Washable Brushed Cotton

Introducing three stylish, modern and practical plain 
collections. Coloured in Villa Nova’s signature palette including 

versatile neutrals, pastel hues and vibrant accent colours.  
A plain weave can create a stand-alone scheme as well as 

coordinating with our printed fabrics and patterned weaves.

Villa Nova is committed to maintaining a signature palette 
to provide colour consistency throughout the range and 
from collection to collection. The colour palette evolves 
each season to include new fashion forward shades. This 
launch the Villa Nova colour palette has seen the addition 

of new more organic and earthy inspired shades.

Lucerne, Vardo and Seville will launch at London 
Design week taking place from the 12th – 17th March 

in the Romo Group Showroom, Chelsea Wharf.



L U C E R N E

A super soft, fine chenille weave with a velvety texture 
that is exquisitely inviting to the touch. With a textural 
appearance and subtle movement of colour, Lucerne 
is fully washable, drapes perfectly and is extremely 
hardwearing for upholstery. Available in a colour 

palette of 60 shades that spans rich, earthy tones to 
lush greens through to more vibrant, standout shades, 

complemented by an array of essential neutrals.

60 colours 32 colours 84 colours

Washable Chenille
V A R D O

An effortless collection of wide-width 
sheers, featuring a finely textured plain and 

a supple translucent sheerwith an open 
weave structure and elegant, pared-back 

quality. Vardo sheers filter the light beautifully 
whileadding a whisper of texture and hint of 
colour. Available in a palette of soft shades, 

watery tones and versatile neutrals.

Wide-Width Sheers
S E V I L L E

Introducing Seville, our popular cotton plain, now 
presented in an updated all-encompassing palette 
of 84 colours includes neutrals, brights and softer 

shades to complement Villa Nova’s new and current 
collections. Seville has a gently brushed texture 
that is soft to the touch and has great appeal. A 
truly versatile fabricsuitable for drapes, blinds, 

cushions and upholstery, that is effortless to use.

Washable Brushed Cotton



Based in Nottingham, England, Villa Nova design and produce 
an eclectic range of furnishing and upholstery fabrics and 

wallcoverings. Villa Nova is part of The Romo Group and the 
range is available worldwide through an extensive network  

of selected interior designers and retail outlets.
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USA
Tamar Mashigian 

tamar@cdecor.com 
310-276-5001

France, Italy, Spain, Belgium,  
Portugal, Poland and Czech Republic

Beatrice Bonzi 
beatrice.bonzi@romo.com 

+44 (0)1623 727000

Germany, Switzerland and Austria
Julia Schaefer 

julia.schaefer@romo.de  
+49 89 89666 160

Please contact us for price information, 
samples and images, we are also happy 
to arrange interviews and offer expert 

commentary from our designers.


